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I. Introduction 

 

Which lot should I run, on which tool? 

 

This is one of the most important questions governing the successful operation of a semiconductor 

factory. The simplicity of the question itself belies the extraordinary difficulty of finding an optimal 

solution. At any given moment, real time fab conditions and a dynamically changing set of priorities 

guarantee that the “right” answer is never right for long, and even then is only “right” in light of certain 

considerations and “wrong” in light of others. As fabs move toward smarter manufacturing standards to 

improve efficiency, it is becoming increasingly important that the technological solutions adopted to 

answer this question are sufficiently sophisticated and capable of addressing dynamic complexity in real 

time, and provide managers with the flexibility and control they need to ensure that the subset of 

priorities most aligned with the current business objectives of the fab prevail. 

 

II. Elements of Complexity 

 

There are many reasons why optimal decisions are difficult. In this section, we will review some of the 

most common ones. 

 

a. Priority Balance 

 

Competition between local and global priorities fundamentally complicates the decision of how to 

dispatch WIP. Local priorities are the circumstances and rules that operators of a toolset think about at a 

particular step. Global priorities are those defined by fab managers that are more closely aligned with 

overall business goals.   

 

Local priority examples: 

1) Upcoming maintenance schedule: Which tool needs a qual or PM soon? 

2) Preferential tool selection: Which tool is “best” for a certain recipe? (often based on tribal knowledge) 

3) Batching decisions: Which lots can be batched together, and how long should lots wait to be batched? 

4) Production versus engineering needs: Are there any engineering lots that need to run today, and if so, 

with what urgency? 

5) Directives from a diverse authority chain: Has anyone requested anything specifically – Engineers, 

Area Managers, Fab Manager, etc.? 

 

Global priority examples: 

1) Line balance 

2) Meet a commit despite a critical unexpected down time 
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3) Reduce costs 

4) Lot priority assignment 

5) Product emphasis or deemphasis based on recent commercial activity 

 

It is easy to see how these two sets of concerns can be in conflict, leading to frequent suboptimal 

decisions. This can happen when operators do not know all priorities, or weight them improperly relative 

to the perspective of overall business goals, or even disregard them for a myriad of reasons when 

making decisions about how to run WIP. 

 

However, suboptimal WIP loading is typically not the fault of either operators or fab managers. In 

general, local operators are experts in how to run their area efficiently in accordance with the concerns 

they know about and value. Meanwhile, fab managers are intimately in touch with which priorities are 

most important day-to-day. Despite good intentions and expert knowledge on both sides, suboptimal 

decisions are most often the result of a missing link between management and local operators. Local 

operators lack the data visibility needed to understand and act upon shifting fab priorities, and fab 

managers lack a control mechanism to quickly adjust the way WIP is run at a local level based on 

current business objectives. 

 

b. Understanding Total Line Health 

 

Operators are frequently only aware of the conditions in their own section of the line. They may be able 

to see reports about how other modules in the line are performing, and may or may not be aware of 

troubled sections accumulating WIP, but in practice these concerns do not often balance out the day-to-

day local priorities that guide their work. It is common for modules to run their area in a consistent 

fashion every day, trying to match or improve on the same KPIs they are familiar with from history – 

process turns, availability, utilization, etc. Very often these standard KPIs are the right set to prioritize. 

However, situations can arise that change the relevant set of priorities to follow. 

 

Consider a case where a PM on a critical bottleneck tool for a given route starts to take longer than 

expected due to a sudden part unavailability. WIP begins to pile up at the station, overflowing the local 

stockers and racks and causing other nearby tools that share the resources to experience lot delivery 

problems. There are several steps prior to the down toolset where WIP could be held, reducing the stress 

on the situation. However, without clear guidance to do so and a strong control mechanism, these areas 

continue to process in a business-as-usual-fashion, exacerbating the already difficult situation. In this 

case, it is critical that upstream areas know how to adjust to the current situation. 

 

C. Seeing the Future 

 

Time travel is another complicating factor of successful lot dispatching. Some of the most common 

concerns regarding the future in fabs are: 

 

Queue timers: 

A lot needs to finish the next 6 steps in 72 hours. If I start it now, will it finish? 

 

High priority lot management: 
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In 1.5 hours, a highest priority lot will arrive at station. Should I leave a tool idle for 1.5 hours so that it 

can run immediately? Or should I load a lot that will take 2 hours and make the priority lot wait 30 

minutes? 

 

Batching: 

I can run 75 wafers on a 100-wafer batch tool right now, and the recipe will take 4 hours. In 1 hour, 

another eligible 25-wafer lot will arrive. Should I wait to make a complete batch? 

 

Chamber management: 

A two-chamber tool has a chamber down. The PM is completed but the chamber is still unqualified. 

Should I continue to run lots in single chamber mode to the tool and wait for a break in WIP, or should I 

hold WIP and qualify the down chamber, and then run WIP in alternate? 

 

These are excellent questions, and aside from the queue timer concern, they do not have objectively 

right answers. The “right” answers depend only on the current goals of the fab. However, any 

technological solution that can answer these questions must be able to forecast into the future and 

evaluate the consequences of each decision. 

 

III. Technological Solutions to WIP Dispatching 

 

As semiconductor factories grew in size and sophistication, the decision of how to dispatch WIP 

inevitably moved from unaided reasoning to technological tools designed to automate the decisions. 

 

Dispatching Rules 

 

In semiconductor fabs today, the most widely adopted solution for technologically-aided WIP guidance 

is Dispatch Rules. In general form, these are a set of logical rules by which decisions are made about 

where to send WIP when it arrives at station. Dispatch rules consider the lots at a station, and when 

invoked, generate a full or partial run list of which lots should be processed, in which order. 

 

Dispatching rules are written and maintained by local experts. They use data stored in the MES to make 

decisions and are thus capable of comprehending a wide array of factors when deciding how to direct 

WIP. In their most basic form, dispatch rules draw simple information from the MES such as lot priority, 

the time the lot has been at the step, etc. More complicated custom logic can typically be added to look 

at other data in the MES. 

 

Some of the strengths of Dispatch rules are: 

1. They successfully answer the question – Which lot should I run next? More complicated rules can 

assign a tool as well. 

2. They are generally fast to execute 

3. They comprehend local priorities well when maintained by skilled programmers 

4. They provide more consistent behavior than pure manual decisions 

5. They are technologically robust, operating with data from the factory critical MES 

 

Local dispatch logic approach also has several drawbacks however: 
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1) Dispatch rules cannot forecast the impact of their decisions into the future (ie: no look-ahead ability) 

2) Each local step must have its own rule logic, which can be out of sync or in conflict with upstream 

and downstream rules. 

3) It is difficult to quickly adjust local dispatch rules to changing needs 

4) The broader effects of changing dispatch rules cannot be tested in advance 

5) Global business goals are difficult to formulate in the language of local dispatch rules 

6) Line balance must be done nearly entirely manually 

7) Dispatch rules only consider the lots at the station (not those arriving soon) 

 

These drawbacks, while not insurmountable, are serious considering the ever-increasing pressure on 

modern factories to operate more efficiently and “smarter”. 

 

Scheduling 

 

Automated factory scheduling is the next generation of technology-aided WIP delivery decision making. 

Scheduler algorithms and implementations are designed in part to address the shortcomings of dispatch 

rules. The output of a Scheduling alogorithm is similar to dispatch rules in that a run list is generated of 

which lots to run, but it also contains more information in that it shows both where and when to run 

each lot. Additionally, the schedule is generated from a wider amount of information, and is optimized 

according to a much larger and more flexible set of rules. The information available to Schedulers 

typically comes from a rich Data Warehouse, as opposed to just the MES data available to dispatch rule 

solutions. The Data Warehouse contains not only all of the MES data, but other production statistics data 

such as throughput and cycle time. This greatly increases the information available to and hence the 

intelligence of a scheduling algorithm. 

 

Some of the most important differentiating factors between Scheduler approaches and Dispatch rules 

are: 

 

1) Scheduling logic can “look ahead” - Whereas dispatch rules can only access the data in the MES, 

Schedulers are attached to richer Data Warehouses that contain cycle time and throughput data. This 

allows WIP delivery decisions to be forecasted and evaluated based on what will happen in the future. 

2) Schedulers see the whole line – Factors like line balance, down toolsets and WIP holding are easily 

considered by scheduling algorithms 

3) Setup, movement penalties – Schedulers can be optimized to minimize things like setup changes and 

reticle switches. 

4) Schedulers consider not only the lots at station, but lots that will arrive soon. 

5) Schedulers comprehend upcoming maintenance events 

6) It is possible to balance local and global priorities with a scheduling approach 

7) Schedulers facilitate centralized business logic – Fab managers have control over the priorities 

generating the schedule across all areas 

8) The results of changing scheduler priorities can be tested and evaluated hypothetically without 

affecting the scheduling rules in production 
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In addition to these advantages, area schedulers create a logical separation between operations execution 

and WIP prioritization. Fab managers no longer have to rely on local areas being sufficiently flexible 

and informed to adjust the way WIP is run based on the latest priorities. Local operations areas can focus 

simply on executing according to the schedule, while managers can focus on optimizing the logic to 

generate the schedule itself. Scheduler priorities can be adjusted via a simple user interface, obviating 

the need for skilled programmers to maintain a complicated set of dispatch rules. 

 

Some disadvantages associated with a scheduling approach are: 

 

1) Schedulers require fast access to a wide set of complex data, which must be well organized and 

structured 

2) Schedulers are computationally intensive 

3) Generating a schedule can be slow if not properly optimized 

4) Too many optimization factors can lead to diluted results 

 

Deep technological expertise is required to implement a factory scheduler, and once done, control must 

be maintained by the right system owners in order to mitigate these drawbacks. 

 

Next Generation Capabilities delivered by Schedulers 

 

It is important to note that Scheduling does much more than address the shortcomings of dispatch rules. 

Scheduling algorithms open up entirely new capabilities for optimized factory performance. As an 

example, consider a toolset with expensive abatement requirements. Suppose that the abatement units 

have a warm down mode which reduces their operation cost by 95%, but that is usually only used during 

tool maintenance events. Fab management would like to reduce the costs of abatement for the toolset, 

but at the moment have no lever to do so. 

 

This type of problem can easily be addressed by a scheduler. The cost savings of putting an abatement 

unit into warm down can be considered by the optimization algorithm. In periods of low WIP loading, a 

scheduler can schedule around a tool to allow an abatement warm down, lowering the abatement costs 

without affecting WIP output through the area. The scheduler can even be connected directly to an 

abatement unit through a logical interface, automating the process of warming down and recovering the 

abatement unit according to the schedule. Dispatch rules are fundamentally incapable of helping with 

such a problem. 

 

IV. Conclusion 

 

In this paper we have reviewed many of the difficulties and inherent conflicts in deciding how to run 

WIP and compared two technological approaches to solving the problem – dispatch rules and scheduling 

logic. While dispatch rules have been successful given their limitations, scheduling logic provides far 

greater flexibility and control for fab managers to support the dynamic business needs of a factory. Fully 

automated factory scheduling has been developed more recently than dispatch rules and is undergoing 

rapid innovation and progress.  It will inevitably play a key role as semiconductor fabs transition 

towards the standards advocated by Manufacturing 4.0 
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Final Phase Systems is the industry leader in Semiconductor Fab Scheduling. FPS software schedules 

more than 1,000,000 wafers per day in semiconductor factories across the world. To learn more about 

Factory Scheduling solutions, or to request a demo, visit www.finalphasesytems.com. 

 

 


